
                Summer 2021 

To:  City of Tucson Planning Commissioners        
From:  Ruth Beeker, Neighborhood Advocate 
Re:  ADU Building Dimensions Basic to Impact on Existing Neighborhoods 

As a long-time advocate for established neighborhoods, I view any changes to the UDC from 
that perspective:  how will the proposed changes impact residential areas such as mine?  I 
believe that it is not just the medical profession which should follow its fundamental principle:  
first, do no harm.  The City, when writing new code, owes that to its residents also. 

The proposed rationale for a new construction category, the Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU), 
may be well-intended, but how can it be incorporated into the code to ensure it does no harm?  
Given that a specific ADU building will impact its immediate vicinity for many decades to come, 
how can the City ensure that the addition of a secondary living structure on a specific lot does 
no harm to the visual integrity and quality of life of its neighbors? 

I believe fundamental to ADU’s acceptability is appropriate regulation of the size of the 
building.   I do not see that neighborhood protection in the draft at this time.  The square 
footage of 1000 sq. ft. appears larger than needed; 750 sq. ft. would be more in line with it 
proposed uses.  However, it is the height of the building, at 25 ft., which is totally inappropriate. 
In the majority of our older established neighborhoods where ADU infill seems to be most 
targeted, one-story homes are the norm.  This is true regardless of the current R zones, which, 
incidentally, do not align with what is built out in many cases.  To allow a secondary structure to 
tower over the primary living unit will create a visual cacophony.  Fortunately, that dissonance 
can be easily prevented by adding 2 regulations:  an ADU may be no taller than its primary 
structure and an ADU’s roof-line must be compatible to that of its primary structure.   

If an ADU is to be built which integrates into the existing character of its residential location, 
there must be regulatory specifics in the UDC.   That all starts in getting the size of the basic 
building dimensions appropriately defined.  It is not finished until other worrisome issues, such 
as ADU location on the lot; acknowledgement of the broader area’s history; sustaining or 
improving desired lifestyle of those already vested in the area; and maintaining area property 
assets, are adequately addressed.  That is how first, do no harm translates to respectful land 
use decision-making.   

Addendum 1



June 27, 2021 
To:  City of Tucson Planning Commissioners                                                                
From:  Meg Johnson, Secretary of Garden District Neighborhood Association 
Re:  Opposition to ADU ordinance as it is currently written 
 
I have lived in Garden District Neighborhood (GDNA) for 39 years and have been on the neighborhood 
association board for about 20 years.  I am not able to write as a representative of the GDNA Board, as it 
would be impossible to poll our 7,000 residents on their opinions of the proposed ADU ordinance.  Rather, 
I am writing as a resident who loves her neighborhood, loves her home, and intends to age in place.  
 
If passed by Mayor and Council, the proposed Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) ordinance will have a 
significant and irreversible impact on Garden District. The impact will be a mixed bag of positives and 
negatives, but, after reading the proposed ordinance that will be presented at the June 30 Study Session, 
I believe the negatives will far, far outweigh any positives. I want to explain why I think the Mayor and 
Council’s push to enact the proposed ADU ordinance as it is written now will have a harmful effect on my 
neighborhood and others like it.  I urge Mayor and Council to revisit the proposed draft and revise it to 
create an equitable and fair ADU ordinance, protective of all neighborhoods, regardless of economic 
status. 
 
Garden District is a one-square mile neighborhood from Grant to Speedway and Swan to Alvernon.  Due 
to the affordable rents in GDNA, our neighborhood is home to almost 7,000 residents and has a 74% 
rental rate. In ONE square mile.  One of the stated goals of Accessible Dwelling Units is "sustainable infill 
development". In other words, the goal is to increase the density of population and rentals in an area. 
Garden District already has an excessively high population density, a higher than average number of 
code violations and crime, an exceptionally high percentage of rentals, huge parking demands, and 
negligible green space. Garden District was plagued in the 60s and 70s by multiple bizarre lot splits, 
resulting in tiny, tiny lots and dense, closely packed rentals. Our high rental rate and density have 
already taken a toll on the appearance, safety, property values, livability, and desirability of Garden 
District.   
 
The ADU ordinance as it is written now is not equitable. It is discriminatory against lower income 
neighborhoods, like mine. Homeowner’s Associations are exempt from ADUs. More affluent 
neighborhoods that can pay the fees and have the wherewithal and volunteers to qualify for Historical 
Preservation Zoning (HPZ) and Neighborhood Preservation Zoning (NPZ) will have significantly more 
protections and stronger design guidelines for ADUs than neighborhoods not designated HPZ or 
NPZ.  Why should Sam Hughes Neighborhood which has Historic Preservation Zoning have stronger, 
more protective design guidelines for ADU height, location, use, appearance, etc, than Garden District?  
 
If Garden District and other low-income neighborhoods do not have the same design guidelines and 
protections as HPZ and NPZ neighborhoods, then absentee landlords, out of town investors, poorly 
maintained properties riddled with code violations, degradation of property values, and owner flight will 
be the result of the ADU ordinance. The ADU regulations and design guidelines should be the same for 
ALL Tucson neighborhoods, regardless of the economic status of residents.  
 
The proposed ADU ordinance does not protect neighborhoods from investors. The cute little casitas and 
granny flats shown in the City’s ADU PowerPoint will not be what most of the ADUs will look like in my 
neighborhood. The City says they cannot require that the owner reside onsite in one of the buildings. 
The proposed ordinance as written is an Investor’s Paradise, a quick way to double their 



investment.  These past few months, house flippers and rental companies have been purchasing GDNA 
properties at an unprecedented rate, paying cash and over asking prices, crowding out potential home 
owners. Purchasing properties to use as rentals is a billion dollar industry across the nation. In Garden 
District, national rental companies and multi-million dollar local rental companies, such as KMS (who 
owns over 730 homes in Tucson) are buying our properties for cash and raising rents and making it 
impossible for many people to realize the “American Dream” and own a home. You can bet these 
investors will maximize their investments by building ADUs when they buy a property in Garden District. 
Two units to rent vs only one? You bet. Convert an R-1 (one family) property to R-2 (multiple families)? 
You bet. What quality of ADUs do you think they will build? Will they maintain their rental 
properties? Will rents in GDNA remain "affordable"? From our experience, investors will exploit our 
neighborhood, as they have in the past, and make every penny they can from cheap, poorly maintained, 
building grade rentals. 
  
The City should restrict parking in front yards. Parking for ADUs will be a major issue in Garden 
District.  Due to our high crime rate, few residents park on streets.  Drive down any street in GDNA and 
you will see multiple vehicles parked in the pedestrian ROW and in front yards. It is typical for each 
resident to own at least one car. One parking space onsite per ADU will not be enough.  Parking in front 
yards and ROWS kills landscaping and trees and creates more hardscape, exacerbating the Urban Heat 
Island Effect.   
 
The City should fight urban sprawl and fight for affordable housing by thinking outside the box and 
exploring other options. Re-purposing vacant commercial buildings offers incredible opportunities and 
will reduce our carbon footprint if we remodel existing buildings, rather than building new. For instance, 
the Penney’s at El Con would make an ideal affordable housing or senior complex with a courtyard that 
could be made into a green and community space, plus numerous services and public transportation are 
within walking distance. Other sites are abundant across the city. Also, purchasing and fixing up some of 
the shockingly unlivable trailer parks that are within some neighborhoods is another option. 
  
I invite the Mayor and Council and members of the Planning Commission to tour the neighborhoods 
surrounding the Grant/Alvernon intersection. Prove to us that your ordinance is written to protect us from 
greedy investors wanting only to make a buck off of our neighborhoods. Prove to us that increasing our 
density and the number of rentals via ADUs will benefit our neighborhoods and not be a burden on already 
stressed lower income neighborhoods. 
 
Please reconsider the language of the ADU ordinance and write it so that ALL neighborhoods have the 
same design guidelines and protections and so that investors do not exploit the ordinance to the 
detriment of neighborhoods.  Protect my neighborhood, too. 
 
Meg Johnson 
Secretary, Garden District Neighborhood Association 
 
 
 
 
 
 



City of Tucson 
Planning Commission 
 
Re: C8-21-01 Accessory Dwelling Units UDC Text Amendment – Study Session (Citywide) 
 
June 27, 2021 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
On behalf of the Jefferson Park Neighborhood Land Use Committee, of which I am Chair, I would like to 
note our opinions on the ADU text amendment proposed by City staff: 
 

• The ADU text amendment will have a negative impact on core neighborhoods – it will result in 
increased density at the expense of quality of life and green space. 

• Once the ADU text amendment is passed by M&C, the City staff have no capacity or resources 
to monitor or mitigate the negative impacts of this amendment. There needs to be a sunset 
clause after two years.  

• HOAs are exempt from this amendment, while core neighborhoods (near the University) will 
suffer the brunt of its effects. 

• Neighborhoods with NPZ or HPZs are only partially protected, due to the fact that failure to 
comply with either building codes or use codes (such as the Group Dwelling Code Amendment) 
is complaint-driven by neighbors and neighborhood associations. This puts the burden on us.  

• Neighborhoods without the above historic protections are even more vulnerable, as 
construction in those neighborhoods has no design review procedures in place. 

• ADUs, if built on the sides or front of an existing contributing property, will result in the loss of 
that property’s historic contributing status, and potentially will jeopardize the historic status of 
the whole neighborhood.  

• As there is no owner-occupancy requirement, this text amendment will increase the number of 
Airbnbs and short term rentals in the City, thereby driving up rents for everyone else. It will also 
increase the number of out-of-town owners (i.e. investors) of these properties who have no 
interest in or commitment to Tucson’s communities.  

• The proposed size and height of ADUs are too large for the scale of our neighborhoods, and will 
completely change the neighborhood character.  ADUs should be no larger than 500 sq ft and 
no taller than one story.  

• Finally, we think it is highly unlikely that these units will be affordable, and think that they will 
have no impact on the gap in the availability of affordable housing. 

 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Joan Hall 
Chair, LUC 
JPNA 



To: City of Tucson Planning Commissioners 
From: Colette Altaffer, Community Advocate 
Re:  Proposed Changes to UDC to include Accessory Dwelling Unit Criteria 
 
June 27, 2021 
 
The staff memo supporting the inclusion of ADU code language is full of rosy promises about what these code 
changes will produce in our neighborhoods.  Before you consider increasing density in our community, there is 
one question you need to ask yourselves. 
 
Who among you can afford to become an environmental refugee?   
 
Unless you have been asleep for the past few years, you have already noticed the sustained increase in 
temperatures.  You have also heard about our water shortages.  Neither of these environmental conditions is 
going to improve.  So why would you want to do something that will increase our heat island effect, reduce 
rainfall, and put all of us at risk of having to abandon our homes and our community to seek shelter in some 
distant place? 
 
We hear about the goal to plant a million trees and then we propose to add more concrete and asphalt and 
remove trees. We hear assurances that ADUs will have cool roofs, but those roofs are petroleum-based.  They 
must be repeatedly repainted.  This is hardly an environmental solution.  Will we also require the walls of these 
structures to be painted white as well?  After all, walls get hot and radiate heat back into the environment. 
 
Tucson may soon find itself relying on our aquifer for our water.  Why would you want to reduce the 
opportunity for absorbing rainwater by covering more of the ground with cement and asphalt?  If preserving the 
environment does not speak to you, then at least examine some of the other claims. 
 
Affordable housing:  Some claim that ADUs will provide affordable and Section 8 housing.  Do you really 
know what the average income of our residents is or what constitutes “affordable”?  Section 8 housing relies on 
the federal government to make up the difference for what the renter cannot afford to pay.  There is a cap on 
this figure that is less than $1000 per month.  Reimbursements have been running an average of three months 
late.  How many residents do you know of who can afford to take out a loan to construct an ADU, keep the rent 
below $1000, and then wait several months for their reimbursement? 
 
Age in Place:  How many of you have taken care of an elderly family member?   If so, you already understand 
how unrealistic this is.  A person who is advancing in years wants less responsibility, not more.  Expecting them 
to add a second unit and become a landlord, with all that entails, while dealing with declining health, and 
heaven forbid, declining mental health, borders on abusive. 
 
Retain Neighborhood Character and Allow Diverse and Flexible Housing Options:  These contradict each other.  
“Allow diverse and flexible housing options” is code language for massively increasing density, turning 
neighborhoods into vast parking lots, enriching investors, since they will constitute the majority of property 
owners who can afford an ADU, and destroying neighborhood character. 
 
If you care at all about our environment or our community, this ordinance needs a serious rewrite.  Accessory 
Dwelling Units MUST be smaller, their heights must be lower, property owners must be required to plant at 
least one tree and water harvesting features must be required.  Before any ADU ordinance is passed, Tucson 
needs to pass regulations for Airbnbs that are modeled after the Phoenix regulations.  A sunset clause must be 
included that automatically sunsets these ADU criteria after two years unless it can be demonstrated with clear 
and convincing evidence that the regulations have not exacerbated the decline of our neighborhoods or our 
environment. 



From: Lisa Maher
To: Ward2; Ward1; Daniel Bursuck; Regina Romero; Ward6; Ward5; ward3; Ward4
Cc: Meg Johnson; Lois Pawlak
Subject: [EXTERNAL]On the subject of ADUs
Date: Monday, June 28, 2021 11:29:56 AM

Honorable Mayor and Council,

I understand that Accessory Dwelling Units are much on everyones' minds.  There are many reasons I hope you will
oppose this measure:

*Greedy absentee landlords (74% of dwellings are rentals in our square mile of Garden District) will see this as an
easy way to stuff more revenue into their acreage.  Already the flight of owner-occupied dwellings has begun in
earnest, this legislation will only exacerbate the trend, which has an enormous impact on quality of life for all of us.

*Inevitably vegetation will be lost to make way for rental guest houses and this city needs more, not less, vegetation
of every type.  I see hardscaping (concrete and asphalt primarily) as one of the prime reasons that Tucson is unable
to properly percolate the rainfall it does get, which would allow recharge of the critical aquifer and is key to the
neutering of climate change and aridification.

*So many empty buildings are just crying out for re-use and re-development.  No more building!  As the economy
continues to favor online shopping and chain restaurants, there will be even more empty structures around us, and
there are so very many already.

*Perhaps there could be municipal bonds issued to attract those same greedy landlords to developing the empty
office buildings and large swaths of shopping and strip malls into low-income housing.  Tax advantages are always
attractive to investors.

*Current zoning guidelines protect the investments already made by us, and distilling their power with the stroke of
a pen is a betrayal of trust.

Thanks for following along,

Lisa Harber Maher
GDNA Treasurer
4109 E Pima Street
520.256.0991

mailto:lmaher52@aol.com
mailto:Ward2@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:Ward1@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:Daniel.Bursuck@tucsonaz.gov
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mailto:Ward5@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:ward3@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:Ward4@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:mmcjohnson@cox.net
mailto:Loispawlak@cox.net


From: Bill Du Pont
To: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: [EXTERNAL]ADU Amendment
Date: Monday, June 28, 2021 9:04:11 AM

Dear Mr. Bursuck,
 
The ADU amendment should be put on hold until the COT adopts short term rental guidelines as
Phoenix has in place.  Again your putting, as they say, the cart before the horse. 
 
I state this as someone who worked on the original Red Tag Ordinance and the years it took to have
this tool in place.  This Ordinance has given some relief to neighborhoods, especially around the
University, from unruly party gatherings.  It has already been documented that these short term
rentals have now become the site of many unruly party gatherings and there is nothing in place to
address this.  It seems the Red Tag Ordinance has not really been the answer to this issue as out of
state owners have had the ability to have the tags removed as happen in the Palo Verde
neighborhood.
 
The idea that ADU’s will be the answer to affordable housing has been disproven over and over
again in cities our size.  This is a push by out of state investors to take the money out of Tucson by
destroying well established neighborhoods whose owner’s biggest investment is their home.  This is
disgraceful.  Maybe you may be one of the lucky ones who live in an HOA and are protected from
this amendment, however our historic neighborhoods are not protected by what HOA’s have in
place.  The whole idea behind Federal Historic Districts was to have people reinvest in older
neighborhoods that were being abandoned as more new homes were constructed on the edges of
cities in the 70’s.  Now the City seems to be determined to once again destroy what residents have
spent years to restore and preserve historic neighborhoods.
 
Slow down the ADU Amendment process and allow meetings to be held in person not in a controlled
zoom meeting.  Please put short term rentals guidelines in place first before you proceed with the
ADU Amendment.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Bill Du Pont
 
 
 
 

mailto:cshamailbox@cox.net
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City of Tucson       June 28, 2021 

Planning Commission 

Re: C8-21-01 Accessory Dwelling Units 

Dear Commissioners: 

As a resident of Tucson since 2015 and a property owner who HAS a mother-in-law quarters built on my 
property under the current zoning rules, I am here expressing my concerns over the adoption of the 
ADU proposal as presented in its current form.  As I am often out of the city during the warmer months, 
I have taken it upon myself to attend the virtual presentation and have familiarized myself with the 
elements of the proposed ordinance. 

One of the hurdles we had to overcome when we applied and received permission to build our m-i-l 
quarters in 2016 was the parking issue.  Because we realize that we may not always be the owners and 
that renting out the facility by future owners is a possibility, we believe the addition of 2 parking spaces 
was a reasonable request, even if we never use them.  The neighborhood deserves these kinds of 
safeguards. 

With that in mind, I object to the possibility that neighborhood residents may be subjected to absentee 
landlords who, under current city operations, can be anonymous and basically incommunicado with the 
folks who live there.  Allowing additional ADUs without requiring specific registration of these rentals 
and ways to contact the actual owner is potentially a major issue.  This is especially true now that the 
CoT Police are now refusing to attend to noise complaints.  Just WHERE is a resident supposed to turn 
when a renter is disturbing the peace in their area?  I fear that vigilante justice will take over as tempers 
flare.  The City seems to have no answer for this probable development.   

Allowing absent investors to double the number of residences on a property is of major concern.  I am 
also aware that the state has restrictions on Short Term Rentals.  That should not preclude the City from 
establishing a requirement for owner contact information to be provided to neighbors in case short or 
long-term renters become a problem.  Until this issue is addressed, I remain against this ADU ordinance 
as it stands. 

Full time owners/residents deserve to be protected from outside efforts to destabilize their 
neighborhoods.  This proposed ordinance does none of this. 

 

Sincerely, 

Steve Poe 

3331 E Waverly Street 

Tucson, AZ  85716 

Palo Verde Neighborhood Association Communications Chair      

 



To: City of Tucson   Planning Commission                                                   June 28, 2021                                                                                    
From: Ronni Margolis Kotwica Palo Verde NA President & Neighborhood Advocate                                                                                                                                             
Re: C8-21-01 Accessory Dwelling Units 
 
 
As a native Tucsonan of over 70 years, I grew up in a historic neighborhood on a double lot. My parents 
wanted the space for their children, and those memories were of neighborhood children playing at our 
home on grassy yards that allowed us to be kid with expansive space and few constraints. In 1975 my 
husband and I looked for the same qualities in a home for our family. Again, having sizable yards, we too 
had all the neighborhood kids at our home, even though dynamics had changed and most children did 
not attend their ‘home’ schools. As the years passed, we built a secondary home for my mother-in-law 
on our property to get her away from harsh living in Michigan. That structure used the exact materials 
and design of our primary residence – red brick. Since her passing, it remains empty except for an 
occasional out of state visitor. I have seen my neighborhoods’ change as President of Palo Verde 
Neighborhood Association for over 20 years. 
 
Losing R-1 as a meaningful zone is of great concern. As responsible homeowners, a designated brick pad 
was incorporated in the front desert landscaping, specifically for one vehicle, and the entire yard is 
surrounded by brick and wrought iron. Unfortunately, what we as neighbors are seeing with these 
granny quarters are front yards turned into dirt parking lots. This lack of caring denigrates the 
neighborhood. 
 

▪ Having attended the virtual meetings, my bringing up the following concerns was like an 
epiphany to many in attendance. 

▪ The example of one of the ADU’s looked like a sticks & stucco yellow box. Perhaps it was 
symbolic of that neighborhood, but in mine, it would be out of place and cut-rate looking. 
Neighborhoods without historic protection are vulnerable, as construction in those 
neighborhoods has no design review procedures in place. 

▪ The ADU text amendment will have a negative impact on core neighborhoods – it will result in 
increased density at the expense of quality of life and green space. 

▪ Homes of various sizes builds the character in a neighborhood. However, a 780sq. ft. home 
would be overshadowed by an ADU up to 1,000sq. ft. In PVNA, I can count on one hand the 
number of 2-story homes. The proposed size and height of ADUs are too large for the scale of 
our neighborhoods, and will destroy its character.  ADUs should be no larger than 500 sq ft and 
no taller than one story.  

▪ HOAs are exempt from this amendment, while core neighborhoods near the University will 
suffer the brunt of its effects as they did with mini-dorms. 

▪ The ADU regulations and design guidelines should be the same for ALL Tucson neighborhoods, 
regardless of the economic status of residents.  

▪ Not requiring the main home to be owner occupied opens neighborhoods up to absentee 
landlords of two structures. As a central city neighborhood close to the University, we would be 
heavily impacted by the party houses, and with current conditions of our police department, 
their answering loud party calls is low priority. Who will mediate a party of hundreds on a 
Saturday night? Will this be up to neighbors to police their neighborhoods? 

▪ Be respectful of homeowners who have made their greatest investment of their life – their 
home. 
 

 



June 7, 2021 
 
Dear Tucson Mayor and City Council, 
 

The Blenman Elm Neighborhood Association (BENA) board has been glad to participate in 
the ADU (Accessory Dwelling Unit) Stakeholder Group over the past few months. The BENA Board 
generally agrees with the goals set out during the planning process.   
 At its May 13, 2021, meeting, the BENA Board discussed the proposed regulations 
presented to the ADU Stakeholder Group at its May 5, 2021, meeting. The Board agrees with most 
of the proposed regulations but has some serious reservations about others.  
 The BENA Board continues to have serious concerns about issues of parking, owner-
occupancy, and the effect on historic district designations.  The BENA Board suggests: 
 
Proposed regulation for parking:   

All ADUs be required to have one off-street parking space. The parking space may be 
accessed from an alley. The requirement for one parking space per ADU cannot be satisfied by on-
street parking. 
 
Proposed regulation on Owner Occupancy:  

Require owner-occupancy on properties with ADUs.  
 

The BENA Board strongly recommends an owner-occupancy requirement. Owner 
occupancy would not conflict with the goals laid out by the ADU Stakeholder Group.  

Owner occupancy enhances the character and stability of a neighborhood.  
Blenman-Elm Neighborhood is one of Tucson’s National Register Historic Districts. Owner 

occupancy contributes to homeowners’ interest in maintaining a neighborhood’s designation as a 
National Register Historic District.  

The BENA Board is concerned about the increasing trend of absentee landlords in our and 
other midtown neighborhoods. The Board is concerned that allowing ADUs without requiring owner 
occupancy would contribute to a destabilization of our and other neighborhoods.  

 
Protecting National Register Historic District Designations:  

The BENA Board is also concerned that other aspects of the ADU code changes might 
threaten the character and viability of our and other National Register Historic Districts.  

We suggest that ADU height, setback and lot coverage regulations should maintain the 
National Register Historic District designations for neighborhoods in Tucson. Some examples 
might include ADUs not exceeding the size of the main structure (many smaller homes exist in the 
historic neighborhoods) and ensuring that ADUs are not visible from the street (as may already be 
required by the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)). 

We would like to see a separate meeting of these Historic Districts, SHPO, and City officials 
to develop an appropriate and enforceable set of ADU guidelines that protect the neighborhood 
character in historic districts.  

 
Thank you for always listening to our concerns and issues. We look forward to continued 

dialogue for the benefit of the community. 
 

Submitted on behalf of the Blenman-Elm Neighborhood Association Board. 
 

Alice Roe, President 
Blenman Elm Neighborhood Association 
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